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Ultrasonic attenuation in superconducting zinc~
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The dift'erences in the Zn ultrasonic attenuation data of diA'erent workers are analyzed. The su-

perconducting energy gaps deduced from our analysis of the ultrasonic-attenuation data of Cleave-

lin and Marshall are consistent with the gaps deduced from the knowledge of the Fermi surface

and the electron-phonon mass enhancement factor.

The measurement of the superconducting energy
gap by ultrasonic attenuation has recently picked up a
lot of momentum. The ultrasonic attenuation data
provide a useful method for measuring the energy-gap
anisotropy as well as detecting multiple energy gaps.
Extensive experimental studies of the ultrasonic at-
tenuation in zinc have been performed by Cleavelin
and Marshall' (hereafter CM) and by Dobbs, Lea, and
Peck2 (hereafter DLP). There is a disagreement
between these two sets of data. We present a resolu-
tion of this disagreement and analyze the CM data in

the light of the known Fermi surface and the
electron-phonon mass enhancement factor. '

The point of difference in the two sets of data is
that DLP obtain a smaller anisotropy in the energy
gap 6-„compared to the CM data. This can easily be
traced to the sample purity. The work of Markowitz
and KadanofF' demonstrates that impurities wipe out
the anisotropy in dk (or any electronic property, for

that matter) because they are random and they des-
troy the symmetry. Thus we expect a less pure sam-
ple to have a smaller anisotropy in 5-„compared to a

more pure sample. The sample purity is ascertained
from the resistivity ratio R or the mean free path A.
For the samples used by DLP R is 2000 and for the
CM samples R can be estimated from A. Using
A =0.020R, ' we obtain R =10000 for the CM sam-
ples. Thus the CM samples are more pure compared
to the samples used by DLP. Hence we expect more
anisotropy in 5-„for the CM data. This is in agree-
ment with the data, according to which
(a') =0.025 ~ 0.001 for DLP and (a') =0.040 for
CM data. Thus we suggest that whenever a compari-
son is made of the anisotropy in h-„obtained by

different workers or methods, it is of some importance
to specify the sample purity.

As a result of the selective coupling of the electrons
with the ultrasonic waves, this method provides an ex-
cellent way of measuring anisotropy in 5-„. From th|;
conservation of momentum and energy it follows that
the electrons which interact with the sound waves are
confined to an "effective zone. " At high frequencies

(q A )) 1), the sound waves interact with the elec-
trons moving perpendicular to q (the sound-wave pro-

pagation direction). Morse' showed that for free elec-
trons in the limit qA )& 1,

cos8= Vs/ Vr ~

where V~ is the velocity of sound, VI. is the Fermi
velocity, and 0 is the angle between V~ and the elec-
tron velocity V~. Since Vs/ Vl: = 10 ', 0 =90'. This
equation has been generalized by Leibowitz'.

cos0 = I/q A + Vs/ VF .

The larger the value of q A, the more selective is the
ultrasonic data. For q A =1 we lose completely the
selectivity of the process and all the electrons on the
Fermi surface contribute to the attenuation. We are
thus left with a thermal selection rule. At low tem-
peratures the attenuation in the superconducting state '

wi11 be dominated by the smaller 5-„while at higher

temperatures the larger 5-„contributes to the attenua-

tion. This is exactly what happens on the low-

temperature specific-heat data, Hence at q A = 1 we

expect the ultrasonic attenuation data to be similar to
the low-temperature specific-heat data.

In the following, we demonstrate these ideas to the
CM data for zinc. We do not consider the DLP data
since in their samples the anisotropy in 5-„is greatly

influenced (reduced) by impurities. It might appear at
first sight that their data should be of interest for com-
parison with the specific-heat data because of the
more complete (q A ( I) smearing of the energy-gap
anisotropy compared to the CM data and that their at-
tenuation a(T) at lower T should suggest the smaller

gap, The appearance of the smaller gap manifests it-

self around T, /T ~4. The DLP data .do not go to this

temperature range. We note that the energy gaps de-
duced by DLP lie inside the range of the gaps deduced

by CM, reinforcing our impurity-based analysis.
Without any excess to the data it is not possible to ex-
plain more quantitatively the differences in the two

sets of data.
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The range of the q A values for the CM data is
0.13—2.69 except for q along [0001]. We see that for
q in the basal plane and for q A ~1 the data can be
analyzed in terms of two distinct energy gaps, the
smaller gap showing up at lower temperatures. This is
in accordance with the specific-heat data. ' Thus for
q A ~ 1, the attenuation data shows a temperature
dependence similar to the specific-heat behavior. The
specific-heat data shov cd a smaller gap at T, /T «.4,
which was assigned to the cap. The acoustic data are
suggestive of two gaps whose ratio ranges from 1.21 to
1.33 (mean 1.27). The close agreement between these
and our 5,/5 =1.31 suggests that these gapa are
probably due to the lens and monster. Thus these two
data taken together suggest the presence of three dis-
tinct energy gaps in zinc. This lends credence to our
earlier theoretical analysis. ' The reason for not seeing
the third gap in the acoustic data may be that the
lowest temperature attained was not suSciently low to
show its contribution.

%e note that for q A & 1 only one gap is observed.
%e now identify the energy gaps deduced for the

q A & 1 limit with distinct and single sheets of the Fer-
mi surface selected for each orientation of q. For q
along [0001] CM find that their data show q A & 6.8
for all magnetic field orientations and for all frequen-
cies investigated. ' In this case the electrons moving
perpendicular to q contribute to the attenuation. Plots
of the partial density of states dN(0) of electrons with

velocity component ( &-„,
~

perpendicular to [0001] have

been given earlier. ' The monster gives the dominant
contribution to tt since it has a large dN(0) for
( &~~ =0. For q along [0001] the attenuation data

can be analyzed in terms of a single energy gap and
this we assign to the monster. Thus 2A =3.0k~ T,
This is in agreement with the gap deduced from the
microwave absorption measurements by Evans et al.

for most of the Fermi surface (except near the c axis).
For q in the basal plane, the mesh of points used to
generate the dN(0) plots is not sufficiently dense to
obtain reliable results for dN(0). Hence we resort to
the "effective zone" argument. ' For q along [1010]
the attenuation will again be dominated by the mon-
ster while for q along [1120] the major contribution to
the attenuation (80%) comes from the lens. z We
therefore identify the energy gaps deduced (for
q A & 1) for q along [1010]as that arising from the
monster, i.e., 2h =2.80ks T„and for q along [1120]
as arising from the lens, i.e., 241 =3.8k' T, . This'6
is in agreement with the 4 deduced from the q along
[0001] data and the 5, is in agreement with the gap
deduced from the microwave absorption measure-
ments by Evans et al. ' for the Fermi surface near the
c axis (i.e., lens). Thus for the qA & 1 data we obtain
1.27 and 1.37 (mean 1.32) for the ratio ht/t) . This
is in agreement with our earlier theoretical calcula-
tions' and with the analysis of the q A «1 data.

Thus we see that we can understand the diA'erence

in the attenuation data on zinc of CM and DLP, in a
simple manner based on sample purity. The assign-
ment of the energy gaps is facilitated with a knowledge
of the Fermi surface and the electron-phonon mass
enhancement factors. The CM data suggests the ex-
istence of two distinct energy gaps which can be as-
signed to the lens and monster sheets of the Fermi
surface. The ratio At/5 for q A ~ 1 and for q A & 1

are in agreement with one another and with our ear-
lier theoretical predictions. ' The low-temperature
specific-heat data suggest the existence of a third and
smaller energy gap which has been assigned to the
cap. ' Thus these two data suggest the existence of
three distinct energy gaps for zinc, one for each sheet
of the Fermi surface, and the ratio of these gaps is in

agreement with our earlier theoretical calculations.
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